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1. In visualizing a magnetic field it should be noted that there is no 
"free magnetic charge 11 as in electrostatics; that is, one cannot isolate a piece 
of material small enough to consist of, say, only a single north pole. The 
smallest magnetic element must be considered to be a small magnetic dipole or a 
small c~~rent carrying loop. This means that the intensity of a magnetic field 
cannot be measured with a small charged proof spher~ as was done for electrostatic 
fields. 

2o Magnetic fields are measured by making two independent tests. 

28.. If a b~r magnet, small in comparison with the dimensions Qf the fi'eld to. 
be measured, is placed in the unknmm field, H0 , and suspended so that it may SVJing 
like a compass needle, it will oscillate if displaced from its position o:f natural 
allignment vTi th the field, H0 o 

At displacem!:)nt Q the restoring couple is T = 1· M I x I H
0
j si.:p. G · · {1) 

M is the "magnetic moment11 of the permanent magnet and is defined by 
equation (2): 

M = JI dV (2) 

Where I = magnetic moment per unit volurae or the intensity of magnetization in 
the bar magnet.· 

If J = polar moment of inertia o:f the bar magnet, the magnet will osc:illate ;;_;t 

frequency, W • ~ M H0 

J . (3) 

Measuring the frequency of oscillation and solving equation (3) will give a 
value for the product M H0 • 
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2bo The second test consists of placing the same bar magnet, M, at right 
angles to the field H0 • A small compass needle placed in the fields of M and 
H0 at distance r from the center of and in line with the axis of the bar magnet, 
M, vrlll align itself with-the resultant field according to equation(4): 

tanG m ~ (4) 
Ho 

Where Hr is the radial component of the field due to the magnet, M, at a 
distance r from the magnet center.. It can be shmm that Hr varies 1.rl th r per 
equation (5)8 

¢ is the angle between the axis of the magnet and the line along which the 
compass is placed., 

BA~ 
A4A6N4~~~~~--~~-7~~--~~~~~~~ 

(5) 

In this particular 
and (5), v.re sec that 

combining equations (1?-) 

tanG= 2M 
Ho r3 

(6) 
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Measuring (;) and r lilill give us the quotient .1L o Knowing the value of 
Ho 

M H0 and __.1i.. permits us to calculate M and H0 o Thus we have a calibrated bar 
Ho 

magnet with which we may determine other ~nown fields by perfonning either one of 
the above testso These methods of field measurement are practical only for 
relatively weak fields (10 gauss or less)o Measurement of strong magnetic fields 
require refined tests employing pick-up coils~ magnete=strictive.elements~ etco 

3o A bar magnet produces a field H. The source of the H field is the 
intensity of magnetiza.tion, I, of the bar magneto Mathematically!~ this may be 
expressed by equation (7)~ 

-+ ~ 
div H ::: ..:.4 R" div I (7) 

Equation (7) happens to coi.cide with the equation for dielectric polarizatiom 
~ _.,. 

div E = -4 rr di v P · ( 8) 
·-- ''""-· 

This analogy will be of use in the solution of magnet problems to be covered 
in future lectureso 

Another property of magnetostatic fields (not varying with time) is expressed 
by equation (9): 

H ~.;;.grad ¢:M (9) 

¢M is the potential due to a magnet which acts as a "doublet" or two point 
source of fieldo It can be sho~~ that ¢M ~ _M_ (10) 

:r2 
This type of field created by the magnetic mament 9 M9 of a pemanent magnet is 

irrotationalo At the sources of the field {poles of the magnet) 9 
div M ::: Oo (11) 

4o A wire carrying a steady current will have a magnetic field surroundi.ng 
the \.Jire :;: 

!-1 

The line integral 
the·closed loop: 

of H around a·closed.loop equals the total current threading 

JH ca = i 

Integrating around a circle of radiusll r:~ we find that i .: 2-crrH 
or H m i 1 ampere turns/metero 

2TL r 

(12). 

(13) 
(14) 
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For an air core solenoid the integral j'2
H dl ~ H1 L .,.. H2 L (15) 

,.. 1 _!--~ 

Since H2 is much less than H1 9 i ~ H1L (16) 

Where i is thG 
equal to (m) where 
flovring · through the 
a solenoid is 

total current .flm,ring over the length 11 and is numerically 
n is the number of t·urns in length L and i is the current 
vrires of the coilo Therefore r we 'can see that the field inside 

H = .J!L,g 
L 

ampere turns/meter o 

Actually9 for a straight solenoidp the effective length of the field is 

. (17) 

longer than the coil vrindings by one or two coil diameters due to the bunched field 
leaving the coild endo 

5o Thus it can be seen that there are two ways of producing magnetic fieldsg 
One is by passing current through a conductoro In this case the mathematical 
equations describing the conditions areg 

I ~ 0 (implying that no magnetic materials are present) (18) 
~ 

curl HND i (19) 
~· 

div H ::: .o (20) 

The other 'Illethod is to have a permanent magneto In this case the equations 
areg 

i = 0 (:implying no currents are flowing) 
~ --;. 

div H :: ~4 Q[ div I (see equation 7) (22) 
~ 

curl H ~ 0 (23) 

6o When these two cases are combined; that isp currents flowing vrith magnet::Li(:. 
materials present, the following ger;tera1 equations ho1dg 

~ 

div·n :: -.4. "IT 
~ ~ 

curl H ;.; i 

--+ 
div I (2A) 

(25) 
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However, these are difficult to use in practice since H and I are inter
dependent and in turn depend on the magnetic properties of the material in the 
fieldo 

7o Several classes of materials affect the magnetic field: 

7ao .Diamagnetic materials are only slightly affected by the field and then in a 
direction that reduces the field strengtho Examples of diamagnetic materials are: 

7bo 
fieldo 

. 6 
goldS> 1.. :: -3 x 10~ 

·t-raterSl "X- = -o77 x 10-6 

9 Hydrogen, X = =o50 x 10 ... 

Paramagnetic materials are also only slightly affected by the magnetic 
Examples of paramagnetic materials are~ 

O:b.'"Ygen9 X . :::: t el4 X 10-6 

~hnganese,~ = + 300 x 10-6 

/( is called the magnetic susceptability per unit volume, and affect the field 
per equation (26)~ 

(26) 

?co Ferromagnetic materials are greatly affected by magnetic fields; but as 
the field is increased, the increase of magnetization becomes successively smaller 
until a point of "saturation" is reachedo Any increase in field, H, beyond this 
point does not increase the intensity of magnetizationS' Io X. , then, is a variable 
aoo{equation (26), does not applyo · 

Further~ this characteristic cannot in general be expressed analyticallyo 

lo Soft ferro-magnetic materials have a typical magnetization curve as 
shown belowo 

I ' 

~ ~~ .Z.Z O()() t:S'Av.r.J' 
,n,,e.. .!"~Pr I~N 
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After saturation is reac~ed~ the magnetization does not increase regardless of how 
lapge H becomesc As H is reduced ·r decreases at a slightly different rate so that 
when H = o, there remains same residual magnetismo This type of material makes a 
poor permanent magnet but is desirable for transformer cores and other alternating 
current machineso 

2o Hard or permanent magnetic materials have the following typical 
magneti.zation curveg 

LA/eSE 
/£Esi.OVI"9'
MAtS/Ye/I.SM 

L~~E 
caei!!CII/4!' rc:J~e!4 

I 

-H 

Here, saturation is also present but the amount of residual magnetism is 
much greater, and the reversed field required to reduce ! to zero is much greater 
than for typically soft materialso 

8. Since equations (24) and (25) are difficult to apply, another equation is 
defined to describe magnetic induction phenomena~ 

~ ~ ~ 
B = H+ 4 Tf I (27) 

-7 ~ 
B is called !!Magnetic inducti.onno The B field is solenoidal; that is, it has 

no source or sink and hence forms a closed loopo ·Mathematically!' these characteris
tics are expressed asg· 

~ 
div B ::: 0 

-~ ~ ~ 
cu:r·'l B = i + 4 1[ curl I 

(28) 

(29) 

Graphically!) a bar magnet and its associated field might look li.ke either of 
the sketches on the-following page, depending on the concept employed to explain 
the phenomena of magnetic inductiono 



If a magnetized material is assumed to consist of many small magnets oriented 
end to end, then inside the magnet the field 't.J"ill appear as in the 11H field" sketch. 
If the small currentmcarrying loops are assumed to be oriented with axes parallel 
and all acting in the same direction so that the net current exists only on the 
external surface of the magnet, then the field inside the magnet 1;ill appear as in 
the "B field" sketcho 

Interpretation of equations (24) and (25) will ~aggest a field direction as 
shown in rtH field11 sketch. Interpretation of equations (27) and (28) suggest a fie:J_d 
direction inside the magnet as shmm in "B field 11 sketcho 

Note that for field external to the magnet both sets of equations give the 
same results for field direction and strength. 1 

To determine which concept is correct~ charged particles \Jere sent through 
the magnet at right angles to the axis of the magneto By noting the direction of the 
particles$) it has been established that a field representation as shown in "B field" 
sketch best represents natureo 




